complex wavenumber by associating rays with saddle points of a complex integrand. The field is calculated by the method of steepest descents and compared with the exact integral result. The field is smooth and continuous through both critical angle and caustic and in good agreement with the exact result. The method is based on eigenrays and should enable ray calculations to be extended to accommodate critical angles. The description of beam displacement caustics is similar to earlier treatments of refraction caustics in terms of complex rays.
A three-axis seismometer was deployed at a depth of 6 m in a mud sediment by first making a 20-cm-diam hole in the bottom, using a bottom-mounted "drilling" machine, inserting the seismometer, and then removing all machine components, allowing sediment to cave in around the sensor. An identical seismometer was deployed on the sediment/water interface. Data were acquired with both ambient noise and explosive shot sources detonated on the bottom as a function of range to 3 km in a water column 16 m deep. While the bottomed seismometer data showed the existence of Sholte-type interface waves present on both horizontal (radial) and vertical geophones, the subbottom seismometer data show signals predominantly on the vertical geophone. The results are analyzed and modeled with the SAFARI code. Two approaches to determining sound-speed profiles in the ocean and ocean bottom using measured acoustic modal eigenvalues are examined. Both methods use measured eigenvalues and mode-dependent assumed values of the WKB phase integral as input data and use the WKB phase integral as a starting point for relating the index of refraction to depth. Inversion method 1 is restricted to monotonic or symmetric sound-speed profiles and requires a measurement of the sound speed at one depth to convert the index of refraction profile to a sound-speed profile. Inversion method 2 assumes that the sound speed at the ocean surface and the minimum sound speed in the profile are known and is applicable to monotonic profiles and to general single duct sound-speed profiles. For asymmetric profiles, inversion method 2 gives the depth difference between two points of equal sound speed in the portion of the profile having two turning points, and in the remainder of the profile it gives sound speed versus depth directly. A numerical implementation of the methods is demonstrated using idealized ocean sound-speed profiles. The two methods are used also to determine the sediment sound-speed profiles in two shallow water waveguide models, and inversion method 1 is used to find the sediment sound-speed profile using data from an experiment perfomed in the Gulf of Mexico. [ Work supported by ONR. ]
